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3. TOOLS AND METHODS 
This JRA1 task has essentially two major activities. The first activity is about interoperability between 
EMI components and beyond based on relevant community standards while the second activity is 
about integration of EMI components. These terms are often overloaded through various definitions 
having sometimes different meanings and interpretations. We therefore provide descriptions for both 
terms used throughout this deliverable and give some examples in the context of EMI. 

 

Interoperability: 

Interoperability within this EMI task can be considered as follows. As shown in Figure 1, Component 
A is interoperable with Component B since both integrate the same Standard Interface (Server). In 
other words, any client that is compliant with this Standard Service Interface is able to communicate 
with both services without the need of any transformations in the protocol. In this particular context 
we can speak of a native interoperability between both components. 

In contrast to the aforementioned form of interoperability, there is another type of interoperability that 
refers to the client to service communication. As shown in Figure 1, a Client Application is 
interoperable with Component A, because client and server implement the same standard interface. 
While the Client Application uses a client implementation of this interface, the server components 
uses the server-side implementation of the interface. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Illustration of various interoperable components realized by adopting the same standard 
interface on the server-side and on the client-side. 
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Interoperability Example 

Figure 2 provides one example of interoperability in the area of compute and thus illustrating an 
interoperable set of components based on a standard interface for computing. This example is based on 
the OGF OGSA – Basic Execution Service (BES) standard and reflects existing implementations 
within ARC and UNICORE. 

As shown in Figure 2, the A-REX (ARC) component as well as the UNICORE-BES component 
adopts the same open standard interface named OGSA-BES. Any client application that is compliant 
with this particular open standard interface (e.g. like the UNICORE command line client) can use both 
implementations in the same way without the need to change a protocol or client setup. Hence, A-REX 
and UNICORE-BES are interoperable based on the adoption of the OGSA-BES service interface. This 
leads to the ideal situation that one service can be exchanged with another without necessary changes 
in the clients. This of course implies the same security setup which is kept out here in the discussion 
for clarity in terms of term descriptions. 

In terms of client to server communication, Figure 2 also illustrates that the client application as well 
as the standard compliance checker adopt the client-side of the standard interface. This means that 
both are interoperable with any server-side adoptions of the interface (e.g. A-REX and UNICORE-
BES). Therefore, we can thus also state that the UNICORE command line client is interoperable with 
the services A-REX and UNICORE-BES. While the Client Application uses a client implementation 
of the OGSA-BES open standard interface, the services use the server-side implementation of the 
OGSA-BES interface. 

 

 
Figure 2: Illustration of an interoperability example in the area of computing. 
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Integration: 

Integration refers to a setup where one component inherently uses another component to provide a 
dedicated functionality. The way how a component is integrated into another varies including the use 
of communication protocols (i.e. Web services via SOAP) or simply the usage of using libraries.  

A more general way of integration is shown in Figure 3 where Component A integrates component B. 
This can be either done by using communication protocols (e.g. Web services via SOAP) or by using a 
library mechanism where Component B in this case might be just a library instead of a service. 
Important for integration is that some functionality is used that is not present in the component A. 

 
Figure 3: Illustration of one component that integrates another component. 

As a consequence, integration is different from interoperability based on standard interfaces although 
one component might be able to integrate another component due to the usage of an open standard 
interface. This particular special case is illustrated in Figure 4 to support the understanding. 

 
Figure 4: Illustration of a special case where a component integrates another interoperable component 

based on the adoption of a standard interface. 
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Integration Example: 

Figure 5 provides one example of an integrated set of components in the area of compute. Both 
components are existing components of the UNICORE technology used to access computational 
resources. One component basically integrates the other component in order to collectively provide the 
functionality of submitting, managing, and tracking jobs on computing resources. 

As shown in Figure 5, the Component A named as UNICORE enhanced Network Job Supervisor 
(XNJS) is a ‘full stand-alone component’ that integrates another Component B. While the XNJS itself 
cares about job management and keeping track of a job status, it requires another component to 
actually submit jobs and query the status of jobs on computational resources.  

In order to provide this functionality, the XNJS integrates the Component B named as UNICORE 
Target System Interface (TSI). The TSI in turn is able to submit and query the job status and works 
closely together with the XNJS. Hence, as shown in Figure 5, the XNJS would be not able to 
efficiently submit computational jobs or get the job status without using the integrated TSI component. 

In this particular example the integration is basically done via a proprietary communication protocol 
between those two ‘stand-alone components’. This enables the regular interaction between the XNJS 
and TSI component. Nevertheless, the integration could be also based on a library mechanism and 
other communication patterns (e.g. Web services via SOAP). 

  

 
 

Figure 5: Illustration of an integration example in the area of computing. 


